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Abstract

An uptick in recent pandemics (Ebola, Zika, MERS, influenza, etc.) underlines the need for a more 'nimble,' coordinated response that addresses
a multitude of issues ranging from transportation, access, facilities, equipment, and communication to provider training. To address this need, we
have developed an innovative, scalable, logistics-enhanced, mobile, laboratory facility for emergencies and epidemics in resource-constrained
global settings. Utilizing a background in clinical operations as an academic medical center, we designed a rapidly-deployable, modular BSL-2
and BSL-3 facility with user-friendly software for tracking and management of drugs and supplies in remote regions during epidemics and
outbreaks. Here, we present our intermodal, mobile, expandable shipping-container laboratory units. The design of the laboratory facilitates
off-grid usage by minimizing power consumption and allowing alternate water sources. The unit's information communication technology (ICT)
platform provides (i) user-friendly tablet-based documentation, (ii) enhanced tracking of patients and supplies, and (iii) integrated communication
onsite with built-in telehealth capabilities. To ensure quality in remote environments, we have developed a checklist for a basic laboratory
workflow and a protocol for respiratory viral diagnosis using reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). As described, this
innovative and comprehensive approach allows for the provision of laboratory capability in resource-limited global environments.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/59188/

Introduction

Rapid diagnostics is a critical instrument in timely viral infection control, especially if early symptomatology is indistinguishable to a variety of
infection diseases. The recent Ebola outbreak (2014-2015) in West Africa1,2, Zika virus epidemics (2015-2016) in Asia and Latin America3,4,
the emergence of the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) coronavirus infections5,6, and the unusually deadly flu (influenza) epidemics
(2017-2018) in the U.S.7,8 uncovered the need for rapidly-deployable, laboratory facilities that address a multitude of issues from transportation,
access, facilities, equipment, and communication.

Off-grid capability (autonomous power and water supply, etc.) is crucial in rural, resource-constrained global settings9,10,11. Our experience in
clinical operations and global programs at Baylor College of Medicine was used to design and build a container-based mobile laboratory with
capabilities for easy deployment, set-up and multifunctional usage (BSL-2 and BSL-3). Images of this versatile, logistically-enhanced laboratory
facility is shown in Figure 1.

This rapidly-deployable, laboratory facility has an expandable design similar to the previously described container clinic (The 'Emergency Smart
Pod')12,13,14, developed by Baylor College of Medicine and sponsored by USAID. A single packed unit (in Transport Mode) has the dimensions of
9 feet 9 inches x 8 feet x 8 feet (Figure 1A, B), and expands to an area of 170 square feet (15.75 m2) (Figure 1C, D). The unit can be deployed
by two to four people in less than ten minutes.

The remote laboratory is built for a BSL-2 lab facility (Figure 2A) with a separate, modular, attachable, BSL-3 unit (Figure 2B) designed for work
with infectious agents that may cause serious or potentially lethal disease through inhalation15. The connectivity of the two laboratory modules
enables optimization of experimentation workflows, sharing of resources, and cost savings (Figure 2C-E).

The modules are air-tight and water-tight to create a comfortable, energy efficient mobile shelter. Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system is used for centralized and temperature-controlled units. In general, the design of the laboratory units minimizes power
consumption by usage of their own alternate power sources such as solar panels and/or an independent electrical generator. Each unit
includes a sink and eyewash station, electrical power and water connectors (Figure 3A-C). The ICT platform delivers an optional, tablet-based
(Android phone/Tablet or iPhone/iPad) documentation app for supply tracking and laboratory result documentation (Figure 3D) developed in
partnership with Baylor's Information Technology (IT) research group that is well-experienced in working in remote environments with limited
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connectivity. The system can function using cellular or wireless signals, and allows documentation without connectivity, with immediate backup or
transmission to a secure-cloud based server when connectivity is re-established.

The laboratory has several key infection-control features including: (a) negative pressure air flow, (b) a glove box or biosafety cabinet, (c) a
health risk management system: a germicidal ultraviolet (UV-C) lighting system using 4 hierarchies of defense proven to eliminate 99.7% of
pathogens that cause healthcare-related infections. The facility is easily disinfected using hydrogen peroxide or sodium hypochlorite (bleach)
systems for efficient and effective decontamination.16

The assurance of quality laboratory results depends on a commitment to assess all aspects of the entirety diagnostic testing process. Here,
we present a checklist for the BSL-2 and BSL-3 laboratory workflow, and a protocol for rapid respiratory virus diagnostic test. The proposed
diagnosis of viral diseases relies on the detection of viral RNA or DNA in specimen (nasal wash, blood, stool, and urine, etc.) through real-time
reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). The ability to rapidly estimate viral loads in a specimen makes PCR an efficient tool
for viral disease screening17,18. The implementation of novel, molecular diagnostic assays allows expansion of diagnostic capabilities for viruses
such as Ebola19,20,21, influenza8,22, and tuberculosis (TB)23.

The goal of this work is to validate a novel modular and rapidly-deployable laboratory facility and provide a training guide for laboratory personnel
working in remote, low-resource environments during an epidemic, natural disaster or other emergency relief situation. Here, we present a
protocol for respiratory influenza diagnosis in this innovative, portable laboratory.

Protocol

1. Installation

NOTE: Only 2-4 people are needed to deploy the "Lego-like" laboratory unit. Optimally, 4 individuals would be used to deploy, but it is possible
with only 2.

1. Utilize a fork lift truck (Figure 1A,B) or other suitable lifting device to handle the container. Use a fork lift truck with at least seven tons of
lifting capacity to handle the two types of containers24.

2. To set up a laboratory unit, select a patch of approximately 90 x 60 square feet (27.4 x 18.3 m2) on a flat landscape to ensure no obstructions
hinder the proper layout. Ensure that the site has well-drained soil to assure site drainage as this may cause potential problems with water
dissipation after rain fall. Use grounds that have been previously leveled and that are hard compacted soil of a minimal compressive strength
of 10 kN/dm2. The surrounding area should permit access to equipment needed for unloading the unit from its conveyance device and
accommodate the support equipment necessary to accomplish the task.

3. Place the unit or units in its 'Transport Mode' in the center of selected site and adjust the level. Each unit is equipped with four leveling jacks
to allow deployment on a site that has a maximum grade of 6.5% (~4 degrees). The minimum elevation for the containers is ~ 6 inches to
ensure that the floor drains and discharge pipes work properly. Do not extend jacks more than 12 inches. Attach the support bracket to the
arm of the jack. Ensure that the container is level by placing a bubble leveler at the center of each bottom rail. Do not expand the unit until it
has been properly positioned!

4. Expand the unit by opening the panels for full functionality. First locate the two-piece support pole. Connect the support pole so that its height
is almost as high as the container unit. The pole allows the user to open the panel and support the weight of the roof panel as the side doors
are opened. There is a safety clip that acts as a pin to keep the panels locked. Remove the safety clip first, then lift and pull the cam lock
pin from the hole. Place the pin behind the lever and out of the way of the cam lock lever located on the bottom (expandable) sides of the
container.

5. Raise the roof Panel 1 considering that this panel has gas struts and once the panel doors are unlocked, the struts will release. This will
allow for the user to raise the roof (Panel 1) using the two-piece support pole. Move the support pole's tip under the roof panel to temporarily
support it (Figure 4A).

1. While holding up the roof panel with the support poke, find the safety chain, located on top left side of the container. With the
assistance of 2-3 individuals, carefully drag down Panel 2 until the safety chain is straight, holding the weight of the panel 2 and has
engaged.

2. Connect the winch strap belt to the lug mount by hand by wrapping it around the exterior of the gas strut. Note if there is no winch tool,
the previous step can be manually completed with at least two people on each side of the panel manually holding and lowering it.
 

CAUTION: The weight of the panel is 260 lb!

6. Ensure there are no people or items in the way of Panel 2 and using the winch and drill, proceed to lower the panel (Figure 4B). When Panel
2 is completely lowered, disconnect the winch strap and reel it back into the winch. Remove the winch and place it on the opposite side of the
container in preparation for use. Both sides of the unit are identical and follow the same steps above for the other side of the unit.

7. To complete deployment of the first side, reach down to the Panel (which is currently the floor) and with at least two people on each side,
manually lift Panel 3 upward into place as the door and front wall of the side (Figure 4C). The two people will remain to hold Panel 3, while
the third person removes the support pole.
 

CAUTION: No one should be inside the unit or under the roof until the Panel 3 wall is in place!
8. From the inside of Panel 3, locate the two latches and lock them into place using the safety strap. Make sure the black roof panel rubber

gaskets are pulled out to face the inside of the units. This must be done to prevent rain and other water penetration into the unit.
1. From the inside of the container, unlock Panel 4. Once unlocked, push out Panel 4 (Figure 4D) so that it swings open like a door. Lock

the two safety latches on inside wall. Unlock Panel 5 and repeat the same steps for Panel 4. Secure this Panel with same internal
safety latches. Once the entire unit interior has been locked, re-tighten the turnbuckle until the floor and end walls are sealed.

9. Once both sides of the container are safely expanded, check the jacks and make any necessary adjustments from shifting that may have
occurred. Check the shelter to be level weekly. After extreme weather (rain or wind) inspect jacks on containers and adjust accordingly.

10. Expand the second container if the connectable laboratory modules are planned for use (Figure 5).
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11. Connect the units to power source and water supply. A detailed instruction on installation of a diesel generator connected to the units through
a breaker box can be found in the according manual24.
 

NOTE: The remote laboratory unit is now deployed. The inner non-collapsible volume of the unit allows to store minimum of the equipment
and laboratory supply necessary for particular diagnostic tests. Installation of pressurization system for BSL-3 module is described in detail24

and requires additional quality control.24

2. Checklist for personal protection and basic laboratory workflow

NOTE: An error in any of the general safety and laboratory testing requirement phases may invalidate the results of the entire testing process.

1. Before preparing to enter the installed laboratory unit, ensure that all BSL-2 or BSL-3 safety requirements are accounted for: dressing with
proper personnel protective equipment (PPE), washing hands, wearing gloves, and decontaminating any workspaces that are to be used.

2. Follow the checklist in Table 1 that contains safety requirements for personal protection during tests run in the lab BSL-2 and the BSL-3
module (the assembled glove box room - negative pressure and PCR room - positive pressure).

3. Decontaminate all work space and supplies in the laboratory. If planning to use sodium hypochlorite solution (0.5%), also known as liquid
bleach, to decontaminate the workspace and supplies, also use 70% ethanol to clean all areas exposed to bleach, as bleach can mix with
other chemicals in the workspace to create toxic fumes. Dispose all bleach products into their own designated waste bin.

4. Before beginning to work in the laboratory unit, become familiar with its arrangement and layout. Strict rules apply for processing samples in
the glove box (GB) room. The GB room is negative pressure! To operate a glove box, check the manufacturer's instruction. Multiple sources
provide detailed tutorials on glove box operation25.
 

NOTE: The purpose of this assay is to extract and purify ribonucleic acid (RNA) or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), if present, from specimens.
The extracted RNA/DNA will be tested by a real-time RT-PCR to detect the presence or absence of targeted viral pathogens - influenza (INF).

3. Rapid influenza virus diagnostics by RT-PCR in a BSL-2 laboratory facility

1. Receive and register
1. Apply the checklist for PPE (see Section 2). INF is a Class 2 agent requiring BSL-2 practice. PPE appropriate for BSL-2 practice is

required. Additionally, wear safety glasses and cuffed sleeve lab coats to minimize potential skin exposure.
2. According to World Health Organization (WHO) recommendations26, use sterile Dacron or rayon swabs with plastic shafts for sampling

from the respiratory tract.
 

NOTE: Cotton or calcium alginate swabs, or swabs with wooden sticks may contain compounds that inactivate some viruses and inhibit
PCR testing26,27.

3. As sample swabs are taken from patients, transport them to the laboratory facility from the field or clinic. Transfer samples via the pass-
through window; this window cannot be opened from both sides.

4. In the pass-through window, spray tubes containing samples with bleach for 1 min followed by 70% ethanol and wipe dry in order to
provide adequate decontamination before they enter the laboratory unit. Following the submersion, the lab technician inside the unit
will open the pass-through window and collect the samples from the bleach container to be registered. Usually, the person passing the
sample and the person extracting the sample are not the same.

5. Open the pass-through window and collect the samples to be registered. Wipe down any samples that were disinfected in bleach and
ethanol. Wipe down the interior of the pass-through window with bleach followed by 70% ethanol solution. Register a sample within
interactive tablet-based system or a laptop. Identify a sample with the following information:
 

- Collection date
 

- Onset date
 

- Patient age and sex
 

- Specimen type (e.g., nasal swab)
 

- Unique identifiers
 

- Other pertinent information
6. Use barcodes for labeling tubes. Add barcode to each sample tube and four empty tubes designated to aliquots. Move the samples

to the vent hood. Scan a barcode on each tube and make sure that the proper sample identification information appears on the tablet-
based system or laptop screen. If barcodes are not available, use an alcohol resistant marker. Always mark the vial itself, never the cap
as this can get switched during handling! Complete the registration process.

2. Sample aliquot
1. Once test tubes have been labelled, use a certified Class 2 biosafety cabinet to handle specimens and make aliquots of samples. One

aliquot can be used for immediate testing and the others retained for reference purpose or retesting.
2. As specimens arrive with nasal swab tip in the viral transport medium, stir up the swab tip in the medium for 30 s and squeeze it

against the side of the vial. Then remove it from the medium and dispose of it with a biohazardous waste protocol (appropriately
discard, autoclave or hang into 1:100 chlorine solution).
 

NOTE: The smallest volume of medium that should be stored is 0.5 mL. Thus, a 3 mL sample can be divided into six aliquots (sub-
samples). Use 1 mL cryo-storage tube for each sample of 0.5 mL to provide extra volume for frozen medium.

3. When taking aliquots, use fresh sterile or disposable pipettes for each sample and discard them into biohazardous waste containers in
order to avoid cross-contamination. Make sure every tube is tightly sealed and closed.

4. Utilize one aliquot per specimen for immediate extraction and store any other aliquots in the freezer (at -80 °C as it is a respiratory
specimen) for future use.

5. Before moving to the work station, clean all workspace surfaces and equipment with bleach followed by 70% ethanol solution.

3. Extraction and purification
1. To assure quality of testing, move the barcoded PCR sample aliquots from specimen handling area to the work station (BSL-2 safety

cabinet) designated for extraction. This safety cabinet has a separate set of pipettes for handling of the sample.
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2. Use the viral RNA mini kit for extraction of RNA samples. Follow the manufacturer's instructions for purification of viral RNA by spin
protocol. Prepare master mix according to the number of samples that need to be extracted. Keep the sample and lysis buffer master
mix at room temperature.

3. Prepare the number of samples that need to be extracted. Label the 1.5 mL micro-centrifuge tubes with the barcode numbers or unique
identifier.

4. Set the pipette to 560 µL. Apply a clean pipette tip. Add 560 µL of the lysis buffer to each labelled tube. Discard tip. Apply a clean
pipette tip. Add 140 µL of the sample. Discard old and apply a clean pipette tip. Repeat with the other sample. Apply a clean pipette tip.
Add 140 µL buffer to negative control tube. Close each tube securely.

5. Pulse-vortex sample aliquot 1 with the lysis buffer for 15 s. Repeat with sample aliquot 2 and the control tube. Micro-centrifuge each
sample for 5 s. Incubate the samples for 10 min at room temperature.

6. After 10 min of incubation, re-centrifuge the tubes to remove any drops from inside of each tube lid. Add 560 µL of ethanol solution to
sample. Change the pipette tip. Repeat with any remaining or additional samples. Close each sample tube securely and pulse-vortex
each sample for 15 s. Micro-centrifuge the samples for 5 s.

7. Apply the mixture to the spin column. Obtain clean 2 mL collection tubes. Add spin columns, and label them to match the samples.
Transfer 630 µL of sample to matching column, accordingly.

8. Secure caps and move to the centrifuge. Evenly distribute the samples in centrifuge. Centrifuge at 6,000 × g for 1 min to remove the
lysis buffer. Return to the work station. Replace collection tubes. Add the remaining lysis buffer and repeat the centrifugation step.
Discard the original aliquot sample tubes.

9. Dispose the eluate and wash the spin column with two buffers. Apply 500 µL of Buffer AW1. Repeat with every sample. Secure caps of
every sample and centrifuge at 6,000 × g for 1 minute. Repeat with the second Buffer AW2 and centrifuge at 20,000 × g for 3 min.

10. Finally elute the RNA by adding elution buffer. Place the column into a clean 1.5 mL tube, open the column and add 60 µL of Buffer
AVE. Incubate at room temperature for 1 min and centrifuge at 6,000 x g for 1 min. The samples are now ready for PCR analysis.

4. PCR amplification and detection
1. Perform the PCR amplification in a separate area designated for PCR. Carry out the PCR amplification of the viral target using PCR

protocol for one step procedure according to the manufacturer's instructions. Note, a master mix is made using viral specific primers,
probes, 2x RT-PCR buffer and RT-PCR enzyme. Add the master mix to plates or tubes and then add and mix individual samples (see
Section 4.4).

2. Transfer the plate to the PCR machine and run according to the viral target amplification conditions. Once samples are loaded onto the
PCR instrument it takes approximately 90 minutes to complete the run.

5. Maintenance after the equipment usage
1. Perform regular and periodic maintenance after the equipment usage according to the Table 2.

4. Rapid influenza virus diagnostics by RT-PCR in a BSL-3 laboratory facility

NOTE: Under BSL-3 conditions, the experimental protocol will stay the same, but safety measures will take precedence above anything else.
Before entering the BSL-3 laboratory, look through the transparent window to be sure that negative pressure has been established in the glove
box unit. It will be evident that negative pressure has been established when a pink ball in a wall is visible.

1. Receive and register
1. Once negative pressure has been established, open the door and enter the unit. Immediately wash hands and then proceed with the

PPE. Apply the checklist for PPE and workflow BSL-3 (see Section 2).
2. Proceed to putting on PPE in the following order: under gloves, gown, shoe covers, mask, face shield, second pair of gloves. Wearing

a full gown that protects the whole body is recommended.
3. Turn on the machine and allow pressure in the glove box to stabilize. Use a bleach spray solution to decontaminate all areas and

supplies to be used inside and outside the glove box. Dispose of bleach waste products into a bleach only container. Use 70% ethanol
solution to clean off any areas for bleach has been used.

4. Transfer the sample via the pass-through window.
 

NOTE: Prior to being dropped at pass through window, disinfect tubes containing samples by submerging in a hypochlorite bath for 1-2
min. Particularly, spray samples with a bleach solution and leave alone for at least 1 min and pass-through before receiving them inside
the BSL-3 unit. The person passing the sample from outside and the person receiving, extracting the sample inside BSL-3 laboratory
should not be the same.

5. Receive the samples inside the BSL-3 unit and clean them before proceeding to the registering and labeling steps.
6. Register a sample with the interactive tablet-based system or a laptop. Identify a sample with the following information (see Section

3.1.5).
7. Use barcodes for labeling tubes. If barcodes are not available, use an alcohol resistant marker.

 

NOTE: Always mark the vial itself, never the cap as this can get switched during handling!

2. Sample aliquot
1. Once samples are registered and tubes has been labeled, place the samples into the certified glove box via the air locked tray to

retrieve the samples from inside the glove box. Close the door. Then open the other door through the glove box to retrieve the samples.
Do not open both doors at once. Open and close each door in two different steps for safety precautions. Turn on UV-C lighting.

2. Once samples have been safely moved to the glove box interior, follow the steps previously described for creating sample aliquots
in a glove box. One aliquot of sample can be used for immediate testing and the others retained for reference purpose or retesting.
Specimens arrive with nasal swab tip in the viral transport medium. Take specimens and put one into each vial. Stir the swab tip in the
medium for 30 s and squeeze it against the side of the vial before removing it from the medium and disposing it utilizing a biohazardous
waste protocol (appropriately discard, autoclave or hang into 1:100 chlorine solution).
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NOTE: The smallest volume of medium that should be stored is 0.5 mL, use 1 mL vials for this purpose. Thus, a 3 mL sample can be
divided into six aliquots (sub-samples).

3. Use fresh sterile or disposable pipettes for each sample and discard them as biohazardous waste. Once samples are aliquoted, move
the samples in the airtight container. Close vials with protection and remove from the glove box.

4. Within the glove box, close the biohazard waste bag and prepare a new waste bag to avoid cross contamination. Decontaminate the
glove box workspace applying bleach for 5 min and 70% ethanol solution afterwards.

5. Utilize one aliquot per specimen for immediate analysis and store others in freezer at -80 °C as it is a respiratory specimen. After
decontamination retain one aliquot for testing, move all the samples out of glove box for storage in -80 °C freezer.

3. Extraction and purification
1. After decontamination, move the barcoded sample aliquots needed for PCR analysis from the specimen handling area back into the

glove box.
2. In the glove box, perform all the lysis steps for the extraction procedure. Use the viral RNA mini kit for extraction of RNA samples

according to the manufacturer's instructions. Follow the step-by-step instructions for purification of viral RNA by spin protocol in the
manufacturer's instructions.

3. Prepare the number of samples that need to be extracted. Label the 1.5 mL micro centrifuge tubes with the barcode numbers or unique
identifier.

4. Add 560 µL of the lysis buffer to 140 µL of the sample and pulse vortex. Incubate for 10 minutes at room temperature.
 

NOTE: The inactivation procedure can vary depending on the type of BSL-3 pathogen that is being extracted and in some cases further
inactivation may be necessary.

5. After the lysis step, tightly seal the caps on each sample and place into the pressurized air locked passage (if the centrifuge is placed
outside the glove box). Transfer the lysed samples into biosafety cabinet for the remainder of the procedure.
 

NOTE: The procedure for extraction and purification of RNA can be completed in the glove box or in a glove box followed by bio-safety
cabinet depending on the BSL-3 pathogen and protocols required.

6. Make sure to decontaminate the workspace and supplies in the glove box again using bleach, and 70% ethanol solution to clean all
areas exposed previously to bleach.

7. Follow steps in Section 3.3.6 - 3.3.10 for washing and purification of the RNA.
8. After extraction, transfer the samples to the pass-through window for PCR analysis.
9. After samples has been removed and transferred, decontaminate the laboratory workspace outside the glove box, according to Section

2.
10. Before removing PPE wait until air circulation in the unit has safely reached the proper number of filtering cycles before beginning to

remove the PPE. Immediately after removing and disposing of all PPE into the PPE waste container, proceed to washing hands in the
laboratory with soap and water before exiting the unit, according to Section 2.

4. PCR amplification and detection
 

NOTE: The PCR amplification is performed in a separate area designated for PCR and connected with the glove box area via pass-through
window. The workspace and supplies have to be decontaminated prior to a test.

1. Remove the extracted RNA samples from the pass-through window.
2. Perform the PCR amplification of the viral target using one-step PCR protocol. Prepare a master mix using viral specific primers,

probes, 2x RT-PCR buffer and RT-PCR enzyme. Use a 1.5 mL tube with the following component for each targeted assay: water,
primers and probes, 2x buffer and RT-PCR enzyme. Vortex and spin the master mix.

3. Aliquot the master mix into each of the strip tubes. Return the PCR kit to storage at the recommended temperature once the master
mix has been prepared.

4. Add the individual samples to each of strip tubes using a separate tip between each strip tube. Spin the sample plate or tubes at 1,500
rpm for 1 min. The samples are ready to be loaded onto the real-time PCR unit.

5. Transfer the plate with samples to the PCR instrument and run the machine according to the viral target amplification conditions. It
takes approximately 90 min to complete one run.

6. Before collecting the results and leaving the laboratory, remove PPE and adequately decontaminate each workstation and preparation
for the next diagnostic test, according to Section 2.

5. Maintenance after the equipment usage
1. Perform regular and periodic maintenance after the equipment usage according to the Table 2.

 

NOTE: The overall diagnostic turnaround time is approximately 4 hours. Extraction time and PCR set up time can vary depending on
the number of samples, and the diagnostic test can take 4-5 hours or more, correspondingly.

Representative Results

The goal of this study is to demonstrate that the proposed BSL-2 and BSL-3 mobile laboratory facilities provide an adequate environment
allowing respiratory virus diagnostic tests with representative results identical to tests performed in high-quality stationary laboratories. The
laboratory facilities are designed to comply with the test requirements given in Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) recommendations. As
soon as the remote laboratory facility is deployed (Figure 4) and all equipment and supplies are installed (Figure 5), laboratory tests can be run.

In accordance with laboratory standard operating procedures, PPE (lab coats, protective shoes, gloves, advanced mask, protective eyewear,
etc.) appropriate for BSL-2 practice is required. For BSL-3 practice, the PCR laboratory module of negative pressure is equipped with a certified
glove box. The laboratory units are upgraded by external pass-through windows to protect personnel at the step of sample receiving. The
registration process can be simplified with previously developed tablet-based application (Figure 3D). Other acceptable applications that run on
a laptop can be used as well.
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This particular respiratory virus diagnostic test can be performed in the connected laboratory modules to separate steps of the diagnostic
procedure on purpose to avoid contamination or potential interference between biochemical reagents, which may affect the testing results. To
maximize the quality of diagnosis, the rapid diagnostic test practice utilizes (i) both the basic laboratory BSL-2 and the traverse connected PCR
room (Section 3) or (ii) the GB and PCR rooms connected by pass-through window (Section 4). The diagram of the proposed laboratory workflow
is presented on Figure 6 and emphasizes personal protection. The diagram recognizes the importance of each indicated step for personnel
protection, especially if laboratory staff in remote areas is minimally trained.

The rapid diagnostic test of influenza is accomplished via the RT-PCR technique. The procedure contains four main steps. Note that individual
workspaces are assigned for each stage of the protocol.

The first step is to obtain a sample and sub-divide it into several aliquots. The aliquots can then be marked with barcodes to improve
effectiveness of data control and stored in the freezer for further investigations. The second step is to inactivate a sample in lysis buffer by
centrifuging and heating. The first and second steps must be carried out in biosafety cabinets. Utilize individual pipette sets and equipment. A
PCR test is proposed to be performed in the PCR room, if available. The third step is the documentation of results. Step four is the maintenance
after the equipment usage, and reminder of personnel protection at the end of experiment.

If the specimen is expected to be classified as BSL-3+ (e.g.,Ebola, Zika, MERS, TB) the glove box facility must be used. In the remote laboratory,
the GB room has its own pass-through window to receive specimens and a laptop or tablet for sample registration. The sample aliquot and virus
inactivation must all be performed in the glove box chamber. UV-C lighting is recommended to avoid contamination during procedure. After
inactivation of a sample, further steps for protocol are similar to the basic laboratory BSL-2 and BSL-3 test and follows Checklist Part III (Table 1,
Figure 6).

 

Figure 1. Laboratory facility prototype. (A, B) Transport mode; (C) Deployed mode: outside; (D) Deployed mode: interior. Please click here to
view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 2. Schematics. (A) The basic laboratory BSL-2; (B) The BSL-3 module includes the glove box and PCR laboratories, which have
a common pass-through window for protected specimen transfer; (C) Connected laboratory facilities (A) and (B) with shared utilities. (D,E)
Photographs of the connected units from opposite sides. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

 

Figure 3. (A) Interior of the BSL-3 facility has (1) a pass-through window, a sink and (2) an eyewash station at the inlet; (B) Electrical power
connectors, (C) Water connectors; (D) Tablet-based software for supply tracking and laboratory result documentations. Please click here to view
a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 4. Deployment of the laboratory facility. Instruction for panels unfolding on one side of the unit as illustrated (A-D). Please click here to
view a larger version of this figure.

 

Figure 5. Schematics of the connectable laboratory: (A) BSL-2 module 1; (B) Glove Box and PCR module 2. Please click here to view a
larger version of this figure.

 

Figure 6. Flow chart for a respiratory virus diagnostic RT-PCR test in the remote laboratory facility. Please click here to view a larger
version of this figure.
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Remote Laboratory BSL-2 Remote Laboratory BSL-3

Part I Part I

        i.  Lab tech to enter through door labeled entrance and put on lab
coat, which is hanging on rack next to entrance door. Open shoes are
prohibited, advanced mask and protective eyewear are encouraged.

       i.    Lab tech to look into Glove Box window from outside of unit to
insure negative pressure is activated. (Pink Ball should be visible in the
unit to show the negative pressure is working). 

      ii.  Lab tech to wash hands in sink, put on disposable gloves and
begin with intake of samples.

      ii.    If negative pressure is working, lab tech to enter through only
door and put on lab coat, which is hanging on rack next to entrance
door.  Open shoes are prohibited, advanced mask and protective
eyewear are desirable.

     iii.  Samples that were dipped in hypochlorite bath prior to being
dropped at pass-through window are sitting in pass through for lab tech.

     iii.    Lab tech to wash hands in sink, put on disposable gloves, PPE
and begin with intake of samples.

     iv.  Received in sample reception.      iv.    Samples that were previously dipped in hypochlorite bath prior
to being dropped at pass through window are sitting in pass through for
lab tech.

Part II       v.     Received in sample reception.

      v.  Depending on diagnostic procedure, specimens moved to
biosafety cabinet and inactivated.

Part II

     vi.  Specimens prepped for microscopy, centrifuge, or ROTs.      vi.    Specimens inactivated in Glove Box.

    vii.  Appropriate diagnostic tests run.    vii.    Specimens executed for nucleic acid isolation.

   viii.  Store specimens in 4°C refrigerator or appropriate freezer.   viii.    After extraction, specimens moved to pass-through window.

Part III      ix.    Lab tech enters through entrance in PCR side of unit (positive
pressure).

     ix.  Use sink for staining & washing of items.       x.     Lab tech to put on lab coat from rack next to entrance, wash
hands in sink, put on gloves.

      x.  Use laptop & counterpace to perform analyses and
documentation. 

     xi.    Receive samples from Glove Box room in pass-through window.

     xi.  Sterilize equipment by running autoclave.    xii.    If necessary samples prepped in Laminar flow cabinet.

    xii.  Dispose of any biohazardous waste in biohazard waste container.   xiii.    Appropriate diagnostics tests run.

   xiii.  Wash hands in sink.   xiv.    Store specimens in 4°C refrigerator or appropriate freezer.

  xiv.  Hang lab coat back up on rack. Part III

    xv.  Exit through  same door.    xv.     Use sink for staining & washing of items.

  xvi.    Use laptop & counterpace to perform analyses and
documentation. 

 xvii.    Transfer vials into pass-through window to PCR room and
sterilize equipment by running autoclave.

xviii.    Dispose of any biohazardous waste in biohazard waste
container.

  xix.    Wash hands in sink.

   xx.     Exit through same entrance door.

Table 1. Checklist for the PCR diagnostics workflow.
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Maintenance and calibrations

Monthly Perform background calibrations every monthReal-time PCR systems 

18 months Perform background, spatial and dye
calibrations every 18th months

Centrifuge 1 year Calibrate for revolutions per minute and
temperature through external or internal
calibration services

Daily Visually inspect elements, particularly for
damage to the exposed surfaces of the HEPA
filters, gloves, o-rings and hoses. Make sure
duct clamps are tight and in place. Perform leak
pressure test. Test the pressure alarm.

6 months Change the HEPA filter

Glove Box

1 year Calibrate the system

Weekly Clean the water tank and racks using a mild
non-abrasive detergent

3 months Calibrate timer and gauges

Autoclave

1 year or every 50 cycles Inspect, clean thoroughly, test and calibrate

6 months Check  fan motor, evaporator coils, vacuuming
condensing coils and condensor filters and
replace batteries as needed

Refrigerator and Freeezer

1 year Calibrate freezer through internal or external
calibration services

Table 2. Real-time PCR equipment maintenance.

Mandatory Recommended

Lab coat, protective shoes, gloves Lab coat, protective shoes, gloves, masks, eyewear

Refrigerator 4 °C, freezer -20 °C Refrigerator 4 °C, freezer -20 °C, freezer -80 °C

One set of automated  pipettes Three sets of automated pipettes

Centrifuge, shaker, thermocycler Robotic system

RT-PCR machine, ice bath RT-PCR with temperature control, ice-free cooler

Biohazard waste bags Autoclave to dispose biohazard waste

Table 3. Minimum requirements for the RT-PCR respiratory virus diagnostic test BSL-2.

Discussion

The remote laboratory facility described above is logistically-oriented, expandable, rapidly deployable, multifunctional, and based on human-
centered design concepts that have been geared to protect laboratory personnel and workspace efficiency. The detailed protocol for quick
laboratory set-up and safe respiratory virus isolation and diagnosis was developed and presented.

For optimal equipment functioning, the following conditions must be maintained in the laboratory units: ambient temperature of 21 ± 2 °C,
permissible temperature of 5 to 40 °C, humidity of 14 ± 5% RH, permissible maximum relative humidity of 80% RH (noncondensing), and an
altitude between 0 and 2,000 m above sea level.

Energy consumption is one of the most important parameters for management of an off-grid laboratory. For core laboratory equipment, the power
efficiency can differ 15-40%; however, average energy consumption is estimated here to deliver an appropriate service. The highest power
rate (1,500-2,000 W) relates to the air conditioner, the glovebox system, the PCR machine, and the autoclave sterilizer. Considering 8 hours of
intensive work carrying out the protocol and 16 hours of the laboratory environment control, the daily energy consumption of laboratory units is
approximately 36 kWh/day for BSL-2, about 43 kWh/day for BSL-3, and 73 kWh/day for the connected BSL-2/BSL-3+ facilities. For a single unit,
we recommend providing a source of electrical power with capacity of running/continuous power ≥8 kW, surge/starting power ≥10 kW; for the
connected facility, running/continuous power ≥12 kW, and surge/starting power ≥14 kW. Note, in the BSL-3 laboratory facility, a backup energy
source is strongly recommended to avoid accidental power outage and guarantee steady work of the glove box and negative pressure system
during a diagnostic test.

A gasoline powered electric generator is a cost-effective solution for emergency energy supply. Assume that fuel efficiency of a gasoline
generator is approximately 1.5 gallons per hour at 100% load. Then, if the average daily energy consumption is 8 hours of 40% load and 16
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hours of 10% load, the laboratory unit BSL-2 or BSL-3 requires 7-9 gallons of fuel per day, correspondingly, and the connected facility needs ~15
gal/day.

The remote laboratory units are designed to fit capabilities of off-grid solar panel systems. Solar panels do not require additional fuel and can be
operated with high productivity in the tropical and subtropical regions of Africa, Asia and Latin America due to the high solar irradiation. Currently,
one unit of a commercially available solar panel system allows a daily power usage of up to 44 kWh/day.

Regardless of the selected type of alternative electrical energy source, dirty electricity filters are strongly recommended and preinstalled in
the laboratory facilities to improve power quality and to protect laboratory equipment. Keep the PCR system away from sources of strong and
unshielded electromagnetic radiation because strong electromagnetic radiation may interfere with the proper operation of the device. It is also
important do not use the PCR system near strong vibration sources, such as a centrifuge or pump because excessive vibration will affect
instrument performance. The laboratory equipment may only be installed in an environment that has nonconductive pollutants, such as dust
particles or wood chips. Ensure the room is away from any vents that could expel particulate material onto the instrument components.

The laboratory water usage depends on number of diagnostic tests running daily and number of laboratory technicians working in the facility.
Nuclease free water is required for preparation of mixers during diagnostic procedure including extraction and PCR test and must be delivered
in advance as other supplies and chemicals. At least 50 mL of nuclease free water is needed to run one diagnostic test; the required volume
of nuclease free water depends on work load (i.e., on number of samples). Distilled water is needed to run the autoclave sterilizer. Autoclave
water consumption in one cycle is 160-180 mL; the autoclave is recommended for daily use. Most of the plastics (tubes, pipette tips, etc.) are
disposable, but some are re-usable and need to be washed (large containers, racks, etc.). Regular running water is used for washing hands
between procedures and its minimal volume is estimated to be 15-20 L daily. The water needs to be pumped for pressure; sediment pre-filter
system is recommended to protect the water appliances from the damaging effect of sediment and to improve the quality of running water.

For cold storage, at least one 5.1 cubic feet refrigerator (+4 °C) and one 4.9 cubic feet (-20 °C to -30 °C) freezer are required in each laboratory
unit to store samples/ RNA.

Laboratory decontamination includes several levels: cleaning > antisepsis > disinfection > sterilization. Simple cleaning can be performed using
soap and water while scrubbing with a gloved hand or brush. Antisepsis includes washing with liquid antimicrobial chemical in order to inhibit
the growth and multiplication of germs. Alcohol solutions (70%) can be used as an antiseptic liquid. Disinfection is the application of a liquid
chemical to eliminate nearly all pathogenic microorganisms (except bacterial spores) on work surfaces and equipment. Chemical exposure time,
temperature, and concentration of disinfectant are important. Sodium hypochlorite solution (0.5%), or bleach, is an effective disinfectant on a
large scale for surface purification and water purification. Ultraviolet germicidal irradiation is another method of disinfection. A germicidal lamp
produces UV-C light and leads to the inactivation of bacteria and viruses. Sterilization employs a physical or chemical procedure to destroy all
microbial life -- including highly resistant bacterial spores. Sterilization can be performed with an autoclave sterilizer.

All laboratory waste must be segregated at the point of generation. Place solid, non-sharp, infectious waste in leak-proof waste bags marked as
biohazard. If generated waste is sharp, it must be placed in puncture-resistant containers. Collect potentially infectious liquid waste in properly
labeled biohazard containers for liquids. Containers and bags should not be filled more than 2/3 the volume. The disposal of all bleach products
must be sorted into their own designated waste bin. Laboratory waste must be handled gently to avoid generating aerosols and breakage of
bags/containers. Collection bags/bins with biohazard waste must be sealed and external surfaces decontaminated after use with 0.5% sodium
hypochlorite solution. Sterilize all laboratory waste in autoclave at 121 °C for 30 minutes prior to incineration. Refer to functioning manual for
the proper use of an autoclave. If possible, add a chemical or biological indicator to the autoclave to ensure proper sterilization. All autoclaved
solid and liquid waste must be clearly labeled as sterilized with the setting, date, time, and operator. The labeled waste must then be placed in a
secure, separate area prior to incineration.

As expected, workflow of diagnostic test depends on the disease and specimen. If it is recommended for virus identification to collect blood
samples (e.g., Ebola19), sample aliquots can be stored at -20 °C instead of -80 °C (necessary for respiratory viruses). It is always better to take
more than one specimen when sampling from a patient than to subdivide specimens later. If possible, for each type of specimen at least two
specimens must be taken in separate specimen tubes. Specimens must be sub-divided if additional sampling is not possible.

If alternative specimens cannot be stored at appropriate temperatures (e.g., no freezers are available), swabs should be stored in pure (100%)
ethanol or 99% methylated spirit (methanol additives only). In this case, the swab tip must be put into a vial with 1-2 mL of ethanol. Note that
such specimens are suitable only for PCR. Also, note that a well-established assay is necessary for each particular virus diagnosis8,23, and
unknown virus samples must be sent to assigned laboratories for further investigations19,20,21.

Mandatory and recommended requirements to the list of laboratory equipment for respiratory virus diagnostic PCR tests must be recognized.
Table 3 underscores basic and minimally advanced (recommended) equipment and requirements for the RT-PCR diagnostic test. For BSL-3
practice, extra negative pressure protection (e.g., glove box) of personnel is crucial and necessary.

The connected laboratory modules are preferable to increase the number of personnel involved in laboratory testing and speed up the time
required for a single test. Replacing the time-consuming manual RNA extraction is possible with automated qPCR (e.g., QiaCube). While this
instrument is cumbersome (width 65 cm, length 62 cm, height 86 cm), it can fit the mobile laboratory workspace after rearrangement of furniture
in BSL-2 or BSL-3 units.

Future work will be focused on the development of augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) trainings. The AR/VR glasses will be used to
provide an interactive platform to teach requisite skills needed to become a well-trained laboratory worker. Helpful tips to perform some of the
difficult, multistep procedures in laboratory diagnostic tests will be included in the software guide. This approach to personnel training should
improve the quality of diagnostic test performance and management in remote laboratory facilities, especially remote and resource constrained
areas.
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